Wedding and Venue Services Pricing

Single Day Wedding or Other Reservation

Includes

- 30’ x 70’ Pavilion Tent
- 30’ diameter Yurt
- Handmade wedding arch – made of aspen
- Tables
- Electricity for DJ or small band
- Chairs for up to 100 ($5/person after 100 – max. capacity 450)
- DOES NOT INCLUDE USE OF TRAILS
  (an additional fee for trail use will be determined based on plans of trail usage)

Options

7:00 am setup/arrival – 2:00 pm departure

- Weekday: $1000++
- Friday: $2000++
- Weekend: $3000++

12:00 pm setup/arrival – 7:00 pm departure

- Weekday: $1000++
- Friday: $2000++
- Weekend: $3000++

7:00 am setup/arrival – 7:00 pm departure

- Weekday: $1750++
- Friday: $4500++
- Weekend: $5000++

++ Tax and staffing fees not included
Front Country Overnight Wedding Reservation

Includes

- 30' x 70' Pavilion Tent
- 30' diameter Yurt
- Ponderosa Room (sleep 2-4)
- Tables
- Chairs for up to 100 ($5/person after 100 – max. capacity 450)
- Electricity for DJ or small band
- Electricity is cut off at 10:00 pm
- Your choice of 2 handmade wedding arches made of aspen
- Campground (20 sites) Bonfire (7 pm – 10 pm)
- Nighttime lighting
- 4 cabins (sleep 4 each)**
- 3 yurts (sleep 2-4 each)**

Options

11:30 am arrival – 10:00 am departure

- Weekday: $3250++
- Friday: $4750++
- Weekend: $6800++

1:00 pm arrival – 10:00 am departure

- Weekday: $3000++
- Friday: $4500++
- Weekend: $6500++

++ Tax and staffing fees not included
**Bedding (aside from sleeping pads) NOT INCLUDED
Mariposa Meadow Ceremony (access by walk or bike only)

Includes

- Wedding arch
- Chairs for up to 50 (maximum 50 guests)
- Gear shuttle for 2 bins (30 gal) both to and from meadow (more bins may be added upon request for an additional fee)
- 2 Twenty-foot Yurts for daytime/overnight use (each sleep 6-8 — sleeping)**
- 2 Porta-Johns Generator 1:00 pm arrival – 10:00 am departure

Options

- Weekday: $750++
- Friday: $850++
- Weekend: $950++

++ Tax and staffing fees not included
**Bedding (aside from sleeping pads) NOT INCLUDED

Outdoor Business Retreat Package: Weekdays Only

Includes

- 30’ x 70’ Pavilion Tent
- 30’ diameter Yurt
- Tables
- Chairs for up to 100 ($5/person after 100 – max. capacity 450)
- Nighttime lighting Projector screen, projector, and speakers for presentations
- Lodging may be reserved additionally, but is not included in the price.

Options

- Rate: $1000+/day 10:00 am setup/arrival – 5:00 pm departure
Add-on: Morning Glory Honeymoon Experience

Cost: $175

Includes

- 1 night stay at Morning Glory Yurt
- 1 crate of firewood
- 2 gallons of water
- Gear Shuttle to Morning Glory – Gear must be present for shuttle by 2:00 pm day of wedding.
- Gear Shuttle from Morning Glory – Gear must be present for pickup by 8:00 am.

Upon Request

Fresh coffee and bagels in the morning from our local Kickstand coffee shop
Cost – $50

Discounts

- Partner and Season Pass Holder Discount: 15%
- School Discount: 10%